Sung by Oscar Shaw

Weeping Willow Tree

(Laddie and Chorus)

Words by HOWARD DIETZ

Music by JEROME KERN

Molto moderato  Poco allegretto

Oh! Weeping Willow Tree.

Oh! Weep no more for me,

For never more you'll see me blue.
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Oh sing a song of joy

There's nothing to annoy
This happy-hearted boy, she's true.

I know just where I stand
I'm sure I'll win her
poco a poco cresc.

hand Our tryst to night will be Neath the willow
dim.

So Weeping Willow
dim.

Tree. Oh! Weep no more for me.

For never more you'll see me blue.
Oh Weeping Willow Tree

Oh never more will be Blue, sad or sorry

be, she's true Where the

poco mosso moon with its brow of gold Light the well that's so quaint and
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old. While the rest of the world goes by she and I

gently will sigh "Love will not die" Hearts a drift in a love la-

goon Where the eaves-dropping stars will soon be a-
gossiping of our love up above and whispering to the
moon— How I long for my love to-night— 'Neath the tree framed in stars so bright— And the sweet serenade I'll play— With a heart full of love content—

vey Sing a song of joy There's nothing to an-
vey a plink a plunk plank

Plink a plink a plunk, plunk plink a plink a plunk, plunk
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moon—How I long for my love to-night—'Neath the tree framed in stars so bright—And the sweet serenade I'll play—With a heart full of love content—Sing a song of joy There's nothing to answer

Plink a plink a plunk, plunk plink a plink a plunk, plunk plink a plink a plunk, plunk...
-noy

This happy hearted boy she's

plink a plink a plunk, plunk

true

So Weeping Willow

plink a plink a plunk, plunk

Oh weep no more for me

plink a plink a plunk, plunk, plunk
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For never more you'll see me blue

plink a plink a plunk, plunk plink a plink a plunk, plunk Ah!

My love is

Ah!

true

L.H.
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